Europe the contest brought on was maintained by the
un堅持 an f evil spirit of the intrepid to do
and last but not least, he has adorned the highest
perception of princely potentates, in nominating as
as his heir, for the succession to the elevated state
which he now occupies, thus has this mighty chieftain
assumed practically maintained the form of demy-
ning as to the extent of his own powers, thus has he passed
the first stage of his progress toward despotism, by
rendering the executive department of the government
para mount to the constitution to congress and to the highest
tribunals in the land. These examples which I have
addressed to my mind indicate was confirming to
words of holy writ, that it is impossible, that it is
universally dangerous for any people to elect this
serving office for that class of eminent men
led Military Heroes, the peculiar circumstances
under which they solicit the suffrages of a peo-
ple, a grateful people, searches their popularity to
extent and avoid the influence they exercise
as a counterpoise to the people as talents desiable
by their attainments for their services, are unable
to make an advantageous decision with regard to the
vices and defects; this is why that their popula-
The best example is that
of the noblest principles of our liberties in the best
of man. I submit to the lie to the defender of his
country, yet we must not be unmindful of the
position to the intentions of man, who bestows upon
us this great favours, a sense of grateful admiration we
wrote to confirm on him who rendered the important
done this year of inflicting a tenfold injury.